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‘I would never see my 
parents again. 

I would lose my Zuhaus
e – my mother 

language, culture, fam
ily, religion, 

inheritance, and citiz
enship’.

From Hanna Miley’s autobiography A Garland for Ashes: 
World War II, the Holocaust, and One Jewish Survivor’s 

Long Journey to Forgiveness.



I knew from the start that I needed to travel to 

gather all the research for my PhD. But I never 

thought that I would travel to six different countries. 

Both my Undergraduate and Masters dissertations 

had focussed on the representation of the 

Kindertransport and my PhD followed on from this 

previous work. I was ecstatic when I discovered 

that Midlands4Cities/AHRC were going to fund 

me. They have funded many of my research 

trips. These trips have helped me understand 

the historical complexities of the Kindertransport 

as well as shedding a more critical light on memory of the 

Kindertransport. 

But my research trips have not only facilitated my research: 

they have also permitted me to meet with survivors and their 

families as well as academics and practitioners in each host 

nation under investigation in my PhD thesis. Through these 

interactions and exchanges I have been lucky to have many 

unforgettable experiences, most of the time with strangers, miles 

away from home. I have been welcomed and shown around 

homes, museums and memorials in each nation which has 

given me access to invaluable information. These trips have thus 

allowed me to gain awareness of the historical complications of 

the Kindertransport and develop my own personal view of the 

Kindertransport through conversations with those connected to 

this historical event. 

Travelling to these different nations has changed the way I now see 

this rescue operation.



Britain is at ease with its history of the Kindertransport because its 

role as rescuer has largely gone unchallenged. It mainly focuses on 

the positives of rescue.

Where it all began. 

Britain

The Three Musketeers
I met Fred, Tamara and Aaron Barschak in 2013 at the 

75th Kindertransport anniversary event at Liverpool 

St. Station, London.

Fred arrives in 
Harwich.

I had the honour of interviewing Fred for my PhD; it 

was a really special occasion. I actually interviewed 

Fred in Tamara’s apartment surrounded by Kindertransport 

photographs, books, newsletters and documents. 

‘As I climb th
e staircase, a

nd my bare fee
t 

step on the ma
rble slabs the

y would have 

treaded, and m
y hand grips t

he banister th
ey 

would have cla
sped, I realis

e that this is
 

the closest I 
will ever get 

to my family I
 

never knew. Du
ring these pre

cious seconds,
 

DNA is perhaps
 mixing for th

e first and on
ly 

time in my min
d, the marble 

and wood would
 

have preserved
 tiny genetic 

imprints of 

my grandparent
s and uncle’s 

hands and the 

imprint of my 
hand was now t

ouching theirs
 

on some level.
 What I wouldn

’t have given 
to 

be able to hug
 them instead’

.

‘I will never forget what he told me about finding out that his parents and younger brother were dead’.

‘My father’s adoptive father and his adoptive uncle gently turned to him and said, “Fred I think it’s time you stayed in synagogue for Kaddish”. He was 15 years old’.



I invited Tim Locke to give a talk about his mother’s 

and uncle’s Kindertransport story at Nottingham Trent 

University because I was so fascinated and moved 

by his blog which presents his personal journey to 

document his family tree.  

The Ephraims  
and the Neumeyers

Letter 
from Ruth 
Neumeyer 
to her 
parents.

Red 
Cross 
Letter 

to Ruth.

Ruth in 
Cambridge. 

Ruth’s school books 
in Dachau. 

In 1946 when Raymond was in Ge
rmany he managed to revisit 

his former childhood home in D
achau. This was the first 

time that he had been back the
re since his family were 

thrown out of their home after
 Kristallnacht in 1938.

‘At the end 
of 1943 he j

oined the Br
itish army a

s soon as 

he was eight
een, as a vo

lunteer. He 
was bound in

itially for 

Burma but on
 his request

 was permitt
ed to go to 

Germany’.

‘Ruth never re
ally confided 

in me 

about her emot
ions at arriva

l. They 

must have been
 very mixed. B

ut she 

got on tremend
ously with her

 adopted 

family and dev
eloped lifelon

g bonds 

with all of th
em’.



Activism

Memorial
The Holocaust Exhibition and Learning Centre at the 

University of Huddersfield invites a critical take on 

the Kindertransport because it places it within the 

context of total loss. The focus is placed on rupture, 

separation, internment and the Kinder’s further 

dislocation from their homes. The exhibition relativizes 

the narrative of the Kindertransport because it stresses 

how some Kinder were uprooted prior to their departure 

on the Kindertransport; many German-Polish Kinder became 

double refugees.

World Jewish Relief started out as an organisation 

specifically designed to help European Jews threatened 

by Nazism. Today World Jewish Relief has developed into 

a global charity committed to helping people in all 

kinds of humanitarian crises, regardless of religion 

and ethnicity. The charity has used memory of the 

Holocaust, especially memory of the Kindertransport, 

when responding to new crises. Kinder and their families 

even volunteer at the charity to raise funds to help 

people in need.

Hands On London’s annual campaign ‘Wrap Up London’ aims 

to collect as many coats as possible and distribute them 

to those who are homeless and in need. In 2017 their 

campaign drew attention to the current refugee crisis as 

many refugees are without the basic provisions such as a 

winter coat. Dressing the Frank Meisler Kindertransport 

memorial outside Liverpool St. Station connected past and 

present events.

Learning from the past to 
act in the present.

The Wolf Run; raising funds for 
World Jewish Relief.

Marks and Spencer used Paddington Bear’s 
story in its Christmas campaign. 

Hands On London’s 
2017 ‘Wrap Up London’ 
campaign.

Charities. 
Does Britain need an uncomfortable 
history of the Kindertransport?

How is memory used today? 

Can we compare the Kindertransports 
to other events?



My first research 
trip abroad.

America
I’ll never forget the day when Rachel Dahill-Fuchel 

contacted me. I had emailed the Kindertransport 

Association in America to ask if I could meet with 

any of their members while I was in Washington D.C. 

and New York. Thanks to the Association’s help 

several Kinder and their families got in touch. 

Rachel invited me round to her home so that I could 

interview her about her father’s Kindertransport 

experience.

When the interview was over 

Rachel went to find something 

and when she came back she 

presented me with a blue 

book. She had just handed me 

her father’s autobiography. 

I carried his words around 

with me for the rest of 

my trip. Thanks to Rachel 

and her family I learnt 

how Kinder made new lives 

for themselves in other 

nations.

‘I’ve been tossed around
 by life and have 

traveled much but rarely
 by my choice. 

World War II took me to 
Vienna, Austria, 

to Norwich in England, t
hen to Toulouse, 

France, where my parents
, after years of 

hiding and flight, had s
ettled’.

‘Perhaps future historia
ns will be mildly 

interested in my little 
piece of the vast 

mosaic that makes up the
 twentieth century. 

Perhaps someone will pic
k it up and discover 

a kindred spirit whose w
ords give him or her 

the feeling “yes! I am n
ot alone!”’.

‘Just as I was starting to accept life as a pseudo-Frenchman, our immigration quota number came up, and the family moved to New York’.

Kurt’s autobiography.

Kurt’s 
photograph 

used on a film 
poster.



The melting pot myth
While I was in America I wanted to understand 

whether America’s narrative of the Kindertransport 

chimed with its memory of the Holocaust.

St. Louis

The Statue of Liberty.

Images from Ellis Island.

America is self
-

critical of its
 

rescue of Jewis
h 

children as the
 

Wagner-Rogers B
ill 

was rejected.

The New Colossus by Emma Lazarus 
‘Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall standA mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes commandThe air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame.“Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!” cries sheWith silent lips. “Give me your tired, your poor,Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,I lift my lamp beside the golden door!”’



The other side of the world.

New Zealand
I never thought that I’d travel to the other side of 

the world to research the Kindertransport. I’d been 

in contact with the Holocaust Centre of New Zealand 

because I wanted to know more about the six Kinder who 

journeyed to New Zealand as well as New Zealand’s own 

version of the Kindertransport: the Deckston Children.

Whilst looking around the exhibition I was struck 

to find a button that Sir Nicholas Winton 

had donated to the Centre. When 

I returned to Britain I was 

inspired by the memorial project 

and I donated several buttons to 

a similar project in Britain.

During my research trips I’ve not only learnt about 

the Kindertransport as I’ve also discovered other 

stories about children who were hidden during the 

Holocaust. For example, Elizabeth Blauw told me 

how her parents, Jan and Egberdina Wijnbelt-van 

Gaalen, hid Yvonne Levitus. 

Elizabeth explained to me that 

in the beginning Yvonne stayed 

overnight and had to lie flat 

under the floor of the living 

room. Elizabeth’s parents 

lived in Terwinselen in the 

Netherlands and Yvonne’s 

family lived in Nijmegen where 

Elizabeth’s grandparents also 

lived. Yvonne used to feed and 

care for Elizabeth as a baby 

and the two shared an 

attic room. Elizabeth 

also told me that her 

parents stayed in 

touch with some of the 

American soldiers who 

used to bring them food.

Yvonne and Elizabeth in May 1943.

American soldier (Charles) with 
Yvonne and Elizabeth. 

Righteous Among the 
Nations medal awarded 

to Elizabeth’s parents.

The Holocaust Centre of 
New Zealand.



Australia
M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     

M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     M E L B O U R N E     

From the moment I met Anna and Viv I knew that we’d 

be lifelong friends. Anna is the Senior Archivist 

at the Jewish Holocaust Museum, Melbourne and she 

invited me to give a talk at the museum. Prior to 

the talk, we talked about Australia’s memory of the 

Kindertransport. I was extremely moved to learn more 

about the stories of Kinder who were interned in 

Australia; they had been sent there by the British 

government.

After my talk Anna presented me with a book which 

documents the story of how the museum was established. 

What a lovely present I thought. The book now sits 

on my bookshelf at home. The gifts didn’t 

stop there though. Viv introduced herself to 

me along with Frank Baumann and his sister 

Erika. Viv is the chairperson of the Child 

Survivors of the Holocaust. Frank and Erika 

are Kinder who came to Britain before making 

Australia their home. Frank presented me 

with a letter and a photograph. 

‘Both my parents arrived in England four weeks later’.

‘This photo of my s
ister and I was tak

en 

by a press photogra
pher when we arrive

d in 

London middle of Ju
ly 1939. My uncle s

aw it 

in the newspaper’.

Frank and Erika.

Frank’s letter.

The Dunera Boys
While at the museum I also learnt about William 

Cooper’s story. He was an Aboriginal Activist who 

condemned the persecution of Jewish people by the Nazi 

government. His activism is remembered in Australia 

but also in Israel.

Anna Hirsh and Viv Parry.



I landed in Montreal and was greeted by a flurry of 

snow. After warming up from the freezing weather 

conditions I made my way to the Musée Holocauste 

Montréal. I was visiting the museum to gather 

testimony for one 

of my PhD chapters. 

The staff were so 

kind and welcoming 

and gave me access 

to their testimony 

collection which 

I listened to for 

hours. It was so 

interesting and 

incredibly moving 

to hear Kinder 

talk about their 

internment in 

Britain as well as 

in Canada. 

I had read an article about 

Canada’s complex national 

narrative of the Holocaust 

which suggested that there 

is no single historical 

narrative used to engage 

Canada in Holocaust memory. 

Canada’s memory instead is 

both positive and negative 

because the nation became 

home to many survivors 

during the post-war period 

yet it was reluctant to help 

refugees prior to the war.

Musée 
Holocauste 
Montréal.

Canada
Internment. 



Social media can be a 

great way to connect with 

people from around the 

world; it’s definitely 

made a huge impact on 

my work. Who would 

have thought that I 

would have connected 

with Hanna, a former 

Kind from Germany, via 

Instagram? 

Hanna as a child 
and some of  

Hanna’s travel 
documents.

Hanna’s collage, 
Loss and Comfort.

Hanna’s collage, Alone. 

‘My mother and father helped m
e to clamber up the steep 

train steps. When I turned aro
und to wave goodbye to them,  

I saw that they were crying. S
uddenly, a terrifying 

foreboding arose within me’. 

‘I was number 8814’

‘How did I cope?’ 

‘I felt utterly alone; I knew 
no one’.

‘Although I became an orphan at the age of seven, in the center of my being I know that I have an all-loving Father who has been with me – always’.

‘I was told, “Forge
t all that German p

ast; what a lucky 

girl you are!” So, 
a new cultural skin

 was grafted over t
he 

surface of my injur
y’.

Germany
Hanna Miley.



Karen Stuke after Sebald’s 
Austerlitz 80th anniversary 

of the 
Kindertransport. 

I met Karen at the 80th Kindertransport anniversary 

event at the British Embassy in Berlin in 2018. She 

told me about her incredible photography exhibition 

which responds to the novel Austerlitz. Austerlitz is 
one of the most radical Kindertransport novels as it 

focuses on loss and retrieval. Karen used a pin-hole 

camera to follow Austerlitz’s journey.

Wilsonovo nádraží, Prague’s main station from where the Kindertransports departed.

Liverpool Street Station, London.

Installation view, The Wrapping Project, London, 2013.



Future Projects
Beyond the PhD.

Am Ende Des Tunnels: 80 Jahre Kindertransporte is a 

project created by Photo Werk Berlin. Norbert Wiesneth 

invited me, Bill Niven and Andrea Hammel to help 

create an open-air exhibition which brings together 

German and British perspectives of the Kindertransport 

as well as stories of Kinder who left from Berlin. 

The project will be on display outside Charlottenburg 

Train Station in August 2019. 

I have been inspired by Clare Weissenberg’s work;  

she is currently gathering material about the 

Kitchener Camp. Thank you, Clare, for helping me 

understand the story of internment. Some Kinder 

were interned in the Kitchener Camp by the British 

government during the war.  

That the topic of the Kindertransport is one that 

still fascinates authors became clear to me through my 

conversations with Helen Peters who has just finished 

her novel called ‘Anna at War’. 

‘Two things inspire
d me to write this 

novel: 

my reading about th
e Kindertransport a

nd my 

concerns about the 
way the current ref

ugee 

crisis is presented
 in the media.  

I wanted to write a
 book for children 

that might help the
m to think about 

how a child can bec
ome a refugee 

and the challenges 
they might face, 

using a historical 
perspective 

to help children re
flect on the 

present’.

Draft cover of Helen Peters’ novel Anna at War.
Cover art by Daniela Terrazzini.

Draft presentation of the exhibition.



I am looking forward to working with Jewish Child’s 

Day on future projects working with school children. 

Jewish Child’s Day was established in 1947, initially 

fundraising one day a year (the first Sunday of 

Chanukah), but now due to the demand they operate all 

year round. Today, Jewish Child’s Day offers support 

to over 120 projects which help over 12,000 children. 

‘At Jewish Child’s Day,
 we believe that 

no child should live in
 poverty, need or 

suffering anywhere’.

Refugee   Children
Britain’s complex history 
of migration to and from 
its shores.

Britain rescued 4,000 Basque children (Los Niños) who 
fled from the Spanish Civil War in 1937. While memory of 
the Kindertransport in Britain is crucial for generating 
empathy for those in need of sanctuary today, is it 
perhaps a too limited memory? The story of the Basque 
children tends to be overlooked. 

Children from Gibraltar and Malta were also evacuated 
to Britain. Did the evacuees from these nations have a 
heightened sense of Britishness as they were part of the 
war effort or did they feel they were treated differently 
in Britain because of their background?

Is it the case that the more we are aware, historically, 
of the full range of child refugees the greater our 
sensitivity to the issues of flight, adaption and 
separation will be? 



An alternative approach to          academic research
activists and survivors have connected historical events such as 

the Kindertransport, the failure to let the St. Louis dock, and the 

Wagner-Rogers Bill to the current refugee crisis.

I include the experiences of other refugee children in this journal 

because through my travels and the connections being drawn 

between the Kindertransport and the current refugee crisis I 

have a better awareness of these other refugee stories. I may 

not have learnt about these stories if I hadn’t known about the 

Kindertransport but I may also not have understood these histories 

if I hadn’t met certain people on my journeys around three 

continents.

For example, through various conversations I went on to raise 

money to help refugees today and so I took part in the Wolf Run 

with World Jewish Relief to raise funds to help others. Would I 

have done this without knowing them or without researching the 

Kindertransport? I was inspired to act because of my heightened 

emotional awareness. My travels have also shown me the 

importance of connecting the past to the present. I haven’t just 

been stuck in an archive as I’ve also been able to speak with school 

children about developing memorials to the Kindertransport. 

This research journal offers a personal expressive approach 

to the Kindertransport as well as a historical one. I wanted to 

suggest an alternative to an exhibition which combines creativity, 

historiography and personal autobiographical encounters.  

My personal expression is reflected in the design as this is not an 

academic piece; rather I have taken a scrapbook approach. 

This journal explores the complexities of the Kindertransport, the 

ongoing moral questions around the Kindertransport and the 

current refugee crisis, and other episodes of flight. It does so from 

a travel writing perspective so while there are sections about my 

research they are supported by my own personal experiences.

In the case of Britain, the national narrative is celebratory because 

the more negative aspects of the Kindertransport such as 

internment, separation and loss as well as economic and physical 

exploitation tend to be marginalised. But when I think about my 

personal interactions with refugee organisations and charities this 

celebratory narrative is critiqued. 

In America, Canada and Germany, the Kindertransport occupies 

a less central role in these national histories of the Holocaust and 

the Second World War but it is part of a general rethinking and 

preparedness to address “uncomfortable histories” as politicians, 



Thank you!
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